Release Notes for Version 7.0.7311
App

Feature

Type

Comments

SPOT

Adjustments

Fix

An Invoice Mode adjustment was being applied incorrectly to the second order in the
visit.

SPOT

AR

Fix

A/R > Apply Payments > Single Payment will now obey the Send SMS on Declined
CCOF Payments setting.

SPOT

Configuration

Fix

Fixed - Zones (Routes) saved from the Route Manager will now update SPOT Store
Settings as well as the table.

SPOT

Configuration

Fix

Fixed a problem that sometimes caused customer group setup to display the
associated route's price table rather than the customer group's price table.

SPOT

Configuration

Addition to
Existing
Feature

API calls that return invoice lists or individual invoice detail now include a
StatusDisplayLabel property, so that CustomerConnect customers can see
customized invoice status labels.

SPOT

Configuration

Fix

Fixed a problem with some settings (such as Time Clock Edit Reasons) being
inappropriately limited in length.

SPOT

Conveyor

New
Feature

As a SPOT User with a conveyor I want to do my own special arm
configuration
Added special arm settings to program configuration for Metalprogetti conveyor
owners. This will greatly reduce the need to develop custom stored procedures for
this purpose. These settings should be used judiciously. Directing a large proportion
of the orders to be assembled to the special arm instead of the automatic bagger
means adding greatly to the amount of manual labor to be performed.

Settings/Required Changes

CustomerConnect Settings > Invoice
> Counter > Quick Status Label
CustomerConnect Settings > Invoice
> Counter > Detailed Status Label
CustomerConnect Settings > Invoice
> Counter > Ready Status Label
CustomerConnect Settings > Invoice
> Counter > Sold Status Label
CustomerConnect Settings > Invoice
> Delivery > Quick Status Label
CustomerConnect Settings > Invoice
> Delivery > Detailed Status Label
CustomerConnect Settings > Invoice
> Delivery > Ready Status Label
CustomerConnect Settings > Invoice
> Delivery > Sold Status Label

Company > Conveyor Settings >
[Conveyor Name] > Operation Special Arm Number: Number
provided by Metalprogetti. 0 means
"Disabled"
Company > Customer Settings
> Assemble to Special Arm: Can
select Preferred Customers (VIP) or
Reusable Bag Customers. These
correspond to the buttons in the
bottom right of Customer View >
General
Company > Invoice Settings
> Redos Assemble to Special Arm
Company > Mark-in Settings: All of
the following have a new Assemble
to Special Arm attribute:
Price Tables
Order Comments

Departments
Categories
Items
Item Comments
Upcharges
Alterations
Modifiers (except incremental
modifiers)

SPOT

Conveyor

Fix

Fixed - Performance issues with "Conveyor Offload"

SPOT

Credit Cards

Fix

Fixed - Refunds via terminal (in some systems) are generating an indexing error

SPOT

Customer View

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a way to handle international mail order customer
addresses.
Customers may now be tied to an "International" locality, which does not enforce any
address/phone number/locality formatting.

SPOT

Email

Fix

Fixed a problem where email payment receipt templates longer than 32767 bytes
may fail to send.

SPOT

General

Fix

Touchscreen Extended mark-in will no longer recalculate promised dates for items
added after an order promised date is set.

SPOT

General

Fix

As a SPOT user, I would like Customer Merge to exclude customers that
belong to multiple brands based on the assigned stores in the
CustomerConnect tenant
Auto-merge will not present customers as duplicates if they are present in stores that
are part of different brands within the enterprise.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed - SPOT - Route Manifest Reprint, when using optimization/driving directions,
the system does include the "End Route" stop on the reprinted dataset.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed inappropriate "Split Invoice or Reissue Tags" prompt which could lead to
creating a 0 piece invoice with the department group set to "Not Split"

SPOT

Home Page

Fix

Fixed a problem where the Splits Today alert/search was not displaying a split that
happened on the current date from an order originally marked in on a prior day.

SPOT

Localities

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Saudi Arabia as a locality in SPOT

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Fixed an error when attempting to finish an invoice while a preset promised date is in
effect.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Fixed a problem where department promised dates were not present on the visual
invoice when a preset promised date is in use.

SPOT

Messaging

Change

A SPOT user may now reply to a SMS in the Notification Center or Customer View
even if the customer doesn't have batch SMS notifications enabled, provided the
incoming SMS is within the last 2 days.

SPOT

Messaging

Fix

Fixed another problem that unnecessarily limited the maximum number of recipients
of a SPOT message

SPOT

Messaging

Fix

Fixed a scenario that would cause a run-time error when viewing email campaign
details.

Store Settings > Customer Settings
> Show International Locality

SPOT

Notification Center

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As an MDC Mobile User, I would like route sign-up customers go to pre-routeassignment location to be assigned by an employee.
SPOT can now be configured to bypass assigning a new delivery customer to the
default route, and instead require a manual route assignment in SPOT before the
customer can make pickup requests.

SPOT

Notification Center

Fix

Fixed a problem that could cause the notification center button to display an incorrect
count.

SPOT

Notification Center

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT Notification Center user I would like sortable columns
The user can now click on column headers in Signups and Account Changes tabs of
the Notification Center to sort the list by that column in ascending/descending order

SPOT

Notification Center

Fix

Fixed a possible run-time error in the Notifcation Center when using the SMS button.

SPOT

Order View

Fix

Limited the length of the ItemTrac line on the visual invoice to 31 characters to avoid
wrapping when a conveyor status is added, which would otherwise cause modifiers
to not be visible. Slightly changed formatting to reduce space used.

SPOT

Pickup

Fix

Alter-only items were not allowing a partial deposit to be collected in Order Pickup.

SPOT

Printing

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT User I want to print customer custom fields on detail invoices and
visits
Customer custom fields can now be printed on detail invoices and detail visits. Both
the name and the value of the custom fields are available. These must be added to
the templates inside a band created on Invoice|Client|CustomFields|CustomField.

SPOT

Printing

Fix

On Invoice templates, the Invoice > PriceAt data field will now be "Step" if an
alteration or item on the invoice is priced at step, and blank otherwise. (Previously
Invoice > PriceAt was always blank). This will allow using the evaluate-if feature and
a text field to implement a custom message on the invoice when there is a price-later
present.

SPOT

Production

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT User I would like Quality Control Flags for Redos
Quality Control flags can now be defined for redo reasons.

SPOT

Quick

Fix

Fixed the promised date calendar on Quick Receive to be usable more than once.

SPOT

Quick

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a solution for when a drive up customer is not
dropping off but I already went to quick
New "Fast Switch from Quick to Pickup" setting. If selected, the "Finish" button on
Quick Receive is replaced with a "Pickup" button. Clicking it will switch to Pickup for
the currently selected customer.

CustomerConnect Settings > Signup
> Enforce Manual Route Assignment

Company Settings > Mark-in
Settings > Redo Reasons > (Redo
Reason) > Quality Control Flag
Settings
Store > Mark-in Settings > Fast
Switch from Quick to Pickup

When at least one item is added to the quick, the button will be again become
"Finish" and fast switching is no longer available.
SPOT

Rack

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the 'Include Other Scanned Location' feature to
allow me to continue scanning
Added "Other Rack Locations Display Time" setting. If "Display Other Rack
Locations" is enabled, this setting will automatically close the dialog after the
specified number of seconds. 0 seconds means to display the message forever.
Also, there is now an "Other Locations..." link added to the Rack screen that can be
clicked to review the last displayed other locations info.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed a problem that prevented Word Merge report presentations from functioning for
Hosted customers.

Store > Racking Settings > Other
Rack Locations Display Time

SPOT

Reports

Change

As a SPOT user I would like excel report presentations to set number
formatting to avoid displaying in scientific notation
Excel presentations of reports will now set the Excel display format for any column
with "hour" in the name to "0.00" (round to 2 decimal places). This will cause Excel to
display (for example) "0.02" in a cell instead of "1.66666666666667E-02" in time
clock related exports. This is a change in the display format only. Excel still retains
the actual value in each cell.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed - New Route Customer Report - doesn't correctly account for customers who
had current orders when transferred to the route.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed: statement5 when exported to CSV did not have the sub-account name.

SPOT

Routes

Fix

Engineering - Investigate solution for route manifest reconciliation screen
printing in XenApp 7
Printing the manifest reconciliation screen will now allow the customer to select a
printer rather than always using the default printer.

SPOT

Routes

Fix

Fixed - Customer view dinging (indicating an internal error) with an error while trying
to set route-tab defaults

SPOT

Routes

Fix

Fixed - Route Manifest is not calculating the drive times correctly during the
optimization process. Also fixed so non-optimized manifests with driving directions
also calculate times.

SPOT

Routes

Fix

Fixed - new API-based route scheduler (SPOT) shows an incorrect date with an enroute proposed visit date/time

SPOT

Routes

Fix

Customer Lookup - Stop Days now show Customer-Specific when required

SPOT

Routes

Fix

Fixed - (SPOT & API) - Customers added to a route with "On-Demand" defaults will
also select "Use Route Rules", so the customer will function as desired on that route.

SPOT

Routes

Fix

Route orders were being sold without posting to A/R if they had previously had
declined CCOF payments and the clerk selected the option to send them to A/R after
another CCOF decline in the Post Orders screen

SPOT

Search

Addition to
Existing
Feature

ADDED - "Orders With Balance" alert and advanced search. Lists all in-process and
ready orders with a balance due.

SPOT

Search

Fix

Clicking on the "Picked Up Today" bubble in the Workflow tab presents a list of
invoices, but the customer name is not included as a column as in other views.

SPOT

SMS

Fix

Saving an SMS template from Customer View was disallowed even though the Save
Template button was visible.

SPOT

SMS

Fix

As a SPOT user, I would like tokens for push notifications to allow any
combination of upper and lower case characters
Email, SMS, and push notification templates used by SPOT Scheduler Service will
now work correctly even if substitution tokens are not all in upper case.

SPOT

SMS

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like my SMS notifications for delivery to be grouped
into a single sms message.
Added the Order Sold SMS scheduled task type. This task looks for sold orders
(picked up, or route posted) within the current calendar day and constructs an SMS
notification for the customer with the combined details. The orders are then marked
as processed so they are not considered for future notifications.
Order Sold SMS may be configured for counter, route, or locker orders, same as
Order Ready SMS. Standard email tokens can be used, along with a special token:
@SOLDLOCATIONS. This gives a list of the rack locations of the orders (intended
for unusual locker scenarios).

Conveyor Kiosk

General

New
Feature

As a kiosk operator I want a report to track kiosk dropoffs
New report: Reports Gallery > Conveyor > Kiosk Dropoffs. Unlike Kiosk Dropoffs Not
Detailed, this displays dropoffs over a date range without regard to their current
status.

Conveyor Kiosk

General

Fix

Fixed a problem with the Kiosk Server that was causing the an incorrect time to be
recorded for a kiosk pickup.

Conveyor Kiosk

General

Fix

Fixed a problem causing the Kiosk Dropoffs Not Detailed report to always give no
data.

CustomerConnect

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a CustomerConnect user, I would like the schedule pickups and delivery
functions to be identical to the mobile app
CustomerConnect pickup request logic now enhanced to match the feature set of the
MyDryCleaner Mobile apps.

Dashboard

General

Fix

Fixed an possible error with graph widgets in Dashboard when a store's location
settings does not have a time zone selected.

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Fix

As an MDC Mobile user, I would like the address validation to only occur when
address fields are changed or added
Change address validation to only occur when address fields are changed or added

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

New
Feature

Prompt for a new password if last 4 phone digits are used for login

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Change

As an MDC Mobile user, I would like to be prompted for a new password if last
4 phone digits are used for login
Prompt for a new password if last 4 phone digits are used for login

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Change

Added the ability to allow customers to pick a home store upon sign up. Plus, the
ability to change the home store via editing their profile information.
Fixed layout and highlight of the store cell

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

New
Feature

As an MDC Mobile user, I would like the signup process to allow me to select
my home store
Added the ability to allow customers to pick a home store upon sign up. Plus, the
ability to change the home store via editing their profile information.

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Change

Percentage brand upcharges listed as whole amounts

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Fix

Validating primary address if delivery address is missing.
Fixed address validator.

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

New
Feature

As an MDC Mobile user, I would like to disable address validation
Added option to disable address validation:

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Change

As an MDC Mobile user, I would like a "Price Tokenized String" setting with
{{PRICE}} as default. Allows for something like "{{PRICE}} and up"
Added setting to determine how to display the price column in the Pricing tab.
Settings.Views.Pricing.PriceTokenizedString

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Fix

My Orders – do not display prices until the order is in 'Detail' status

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Fix

Fixed Delivery Address Modified / In Process Orders message is appearing when it
shouldn't

AppSettings_Views_General>ViewSettingsGeneral>DisableAddressValidation

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Fix

Show alert "Delivery address cannot be changed ..." when there are orders in
process or ready

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Fix

MDC - When Pickup Bypass is off, a new visit request indicates a failure, even
though the call succeeds. Fixed.

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

New
Feature

Add prompt to update a credit card if missing/expired (pickup request screen)

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Fix

Fix layout on login screen (for iPhone 5s)
Display the new welcome screen only at the first time you load the app and log in

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Fix

Fix email validator to allow email addresses with hyphens in them (-)

OTS

General

Fix

Fixed an error which happened when using the New Correspondence button in
Dashboard.

Reports Queue

General

Fix

Fixed a problem where the Management > Summary - Specific Item Detail report
would not display upcharge amounts.

RouteTrac

General

New
Feature

UI to preview the route created with manifest Optimization is added

RouteTrac

General

Fix

RT - When loading the list of potential manifests to load, the system will now no
longer "skip" such days as invalid.

RouteTrac

General

Change

Remove the “Scan to Pair” button, dialogs and barcodes from Login screen

RouteTrac

General

Fix

RTM (Device) - Scan to load on truck will now update the invoice status & history.

RouteTrac

General

New
Feature

Implemented multi customers stop
Make the count indicator “Green” when all orders have been delivered
Show prompt once on delivery screen if a customer has notes and pictures

RouteTrac

General

Change

Remove the “Scan to Pair” button from login screen and keep the logic in case we
need to add this back in the future.

RouteTrac

General

Fix

Show VisitRequestComments, VisitRequestLocation, VisitRequestInstructions &
VisitRequestAdditionalInfo on the RTM "Notes" view

RouteTrac

General

Fix

RouteTrac Client - enhanced retrieval functions so manifest data will load faster

RouteTrac

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a RouteTrac Mobile App user, I would like options to allow full control over
accuracy methods for tracking
Added keys to app settings to allow full control over accuracy methods for tracking:
"GeolocatorDesiredAccuracy" -> default value 10 (meters)
"GeolocatorMinimumDistance" -> default value 50 (meters)
"GeolocatorMinimumTime" -> default value 30 (seconds)

RouteTrac

General

New
Feature

Make the count indicator 'Green' when all orders are scanned

RouteTrac

General

New
Feature

New Bag Scanner dialog

RouteTrac

General

Fix

Trim barcode when bag tag is scanned that contains the '..' prefix

RouteTrac

General

Change

Added a single quick select in select reason dialog

RouteTrac

General

Change

Remove the “Scan to Pair” button from login screen and keep the logic in case we
need to add this back in the future

RouteTrac

General

Fix

Check code with customer and current lat/long coordinates and addresses in posts
(Post Visit / Bag / Order, etc )

RouteTrac

General

Change

Change current and customer address

RouteTrac\RouteTrac
Manager

General

New
Feature

Manifest route start / end addresses preset to store address by default;

SPOT API

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

For edit profile mode added “Disable All Notifications” option to notifications screen

SPOT API

General

Change

As an API user, I would like customers that signup for routes, but the route
falls into a different store than the default store, should be assigned to the
route store instead of the default store
MDC Mobile/CustomerConnect customers who sign up for route service should be
assigned to the store in which the route is located instead of the default store.

SPOT API

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

A StoreName field has been added to the CustomerDetail API call.

SPOT API

General

Fix

Fixed app feedback so that ratings without comments will be recorded properly.

SPOT API

General

Fix

Fixed issues with:
1) Duplicate addresses in RTM if there are multiple on-demand/en-route requests
(non-route customers only)
2) Duplicate addresses in RTM if there are multiple on-demand (scheduled before
manifest) requests (non-route customers only)
3) En-route requests showing erroneous ETA time
4) Added specific flag if the RTM requested stop consists of a non-route customer

SPOT API

General

Fix

API (CustomerConnect & MDC app) - Customer route assignments will force the
route's parent store assignment as well.

